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THREE KARIAN SITES: TELMISSOS, KARYANDA,
TARAMPTOS.
THE inscription published below was discovered in June, 1893, built
into a house in the small village of Pelen, which lies in the interior of the
peninsula of Myndos, in the upper valley of a stream flowing southwards past
Episkopi into the Gulf of Kos (Adm. Charts 1546, 1604); but which is not
marked in any map hitherto. The stone is a block of the local grey lime-
stone, and was much encrusted with whitewash ; after a little cleaning, how-
ever, the reading became sufficiently clear. The inscription came from the
ruins of a large church which stands about two miles east of Pelen, on the
ridge between the valley of Pelen and that of Ghiol to the east of it, at the
point where the mountain road traverses the hills from Fareliah towards
Budrum. The church is built upon the ruins of a Karian or Hellenic build-
ing, of large roughly squared stones, with the broad draft down the angles
which is characteristic of the pre-Mausolean masonry of this neighbour-
hood. The site is much overgrown with thick shrubs, but enough can be
made out to confirm the evidence of the inscription that this is the site of
the temple of Apollo Telmisseus. We did not, however, find any other
traces of inscriptions.
There are no remains of a city in the immediate neighbourhood, but on
the summit of the cliff of Kara-Dagh, under the west end of which the temple
is situated, and at a height above the sea of about 1800 feet, are the remains
of a small Karian town (A in the picture), defended on the north by the cliff,
which is unassailable for two or three miles, and on the other sides by a
semicircle of wall. The space within the fortifications is occupied by a few
large buildings of solid masonry, the largest being that on the summit. This
is the ' fortress or ruin' marked in the Admiralty Chart No. 1546, and on
Kiepert's map. On another summit (B) about three-quarters of a mile
further south a forest-fire has recently revealed another Karian fastness of
somewhat greater extent, containing within its nearly circular wall a large
number of smaller houses. These are in good preservation, and several of
them retain their door lintels in position. They are of slighter masonry than
those of (A), but in both cases the material is the rough slabby limestone of
the immediate neighbourhood. The outer wall of (A) has every appearance
of having been intentionally razed; that of (B) has been thrown outwards in
some places, but in others is almost perfect.
On a third and rather higher ridge about half a mile to the east of (B),
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commanding a fine view east and west, but itself invisible from the Ghiol
valley by reason of the great cliff, is a very large and fine example of a
tomb (c) peculiar, so far as we know, to this district. It appears to be an
adaptation of the circular tumulus to sepulchral necessities of which we are at
present ignorant, as all the examples hitherto examined have been completely
rifled. Its peculiarity is that the central chamber is circular and very large,
and that the inner and outer surfaces of the ring wall are so far from being
concentric that, whereas at one point the masonry is only three or four feet
thick, it increases in thickness towards the opposite side so much as to con-
tain within itself several small rooms—in this case three—which open out of
the central chamber. The outer door of the latter is not, as might be
expected, in the thinnest part of the wall, but at one side, and in the same
line with it is, in this instance, a long trench, excavated in the floor of the
chamber, and covered with massive transverse slabs.
c.
FIG. 1.—TELMISSOS FROM THE NORTH-WEST. The Temple site is on the saddle between the
two valley-heads of Ghiol and Pelen. The two towns A and B, and the Tomb c, are indicated : a
third town is reported on an upland behind Kara-Dagh. Pelen village is half an hour to the right.
{From a sketch by J.L.M.)
The inner wall slopes inwards-and-upwards, as if designed to be carried
up into a false dome, like that of the ' beehive' tombs of Mykenae; but the
existing remains are not sufficient to show that this was certainly the case,
especially considering the great diameter of these monuments (average about
50 feet), and the fact that, unlike the Mykenaean tombs, they are built
wholly above ground. Perhaps the slope of the inner wall is a survival from
the plan of the simple tumulus, long after the roofed form had become
obsolete. This very remarkable type of tomb is not common. The four
examples known to us hitherto will be described together hereafter in greater
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detail. They are generally associated with circular tumuli of simple con-
struction and smaller dimensions, and containing only one chamber, which is
rectangular.
At Telmissos, however, no simple tumuli or other sepulchral monu-
ments have yet been seen. The chambered tomb (c) evidently belongs to
one or other of the hill-cities (A) and (B). (A) must originally have been a
place of considerable strength, as the precipice on the north and east is im-
pregnable, and the wall was of great thickness. The natural and artificial
defences of (B) were much weaker, the rocks on the south and north being
easily scalable, but surmounted by no masonry. We may conjecture that
(A) was the ancient Karian or Lelegian town of Telmissos, the original resi-
dence of the priestly yivos, and perhaps the site of the original temple. The
meaner and more crowded houses in (B) and its inferior strength make it
probable that here dependents of the 76V09 resided. The great tomb on (c)
may well be the ancestral burial-place of the yevo<i.
The site of the temple on a thickly-wooded ridge almost underneath
the precipice of (A) is quite in accord with our information that the responses
here given were derived from augury. And the steep cliffs of the Kara-Dagh
are the haunt of innumerable vultures and other birds. Where there has
been an 'oracle the first thing we look for is a spring. Here there is no
spring; that which feeds the stream running past the village of Ghiol rises a
considerable distance below, but we get some very good water to drink from
a Turkish encampmont at the foot of (B), close to the road and a little south
of the cistern (cf. the "irapQivcx; vSpevofievrj in the passage from Arrian cited
below, p. 379).
The site of the Karian Telmissos was conjecturally placed by Leake at
Ghiol, and he turns out to be very nearly right, for the modern village of
Ghiol is close below. This village is at some distance from the sea and the
marsh from which it derives its name. Sir Charles Newton fixed Karyanda
at Ghiol, by which he means of course not this modern village, but the shore
in the neighbourhood of the marsh. In this we believe him to be unquestion-
ably right. Karyanda was placed in the Admiralty Chart No. 1546, and in
Kiepert's last map, at Giu Sergiu (Guvernegik: Kiuvergini), the deep bay with
ruins and traces of a road, south-east of Tarandos Island; but for no adequate
reason. There are now at least the two strongest reasons for not placing it
there. This identification involved the assumption that the ancient name of
the island now called Tarandos was Karyanda. There is no other island off
Giu Sergiu, and Skylax says KapvavBa vfjeros /cat, 7ro'Xt9 ical XI/IIJV. Now
the ancient name of Tarandos was certainly Taramptos, for which there is no
alternative site. It is mentioned in Inscr. B.M. No. 896 1.18, where, curiously
enough, the editor is silent on the subject. The sole alternative site for
Karyanda is, as Newton shows, at Ghiol.
We have this positive confirmation to add. A small bronze coin, now in
Mr. Paton's possession, was lately found at Ghib'l near the seashore, at a spot
which was accurately pointed out to us. It proves to be a fourth century
coin of autonomous Karyanda—•
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M. 11 mm. diam.
Female head of fine style with stephane, to r.
Rev. Half Bull. KAPT.
Compare Imhoof, Mon. Gr. p. 307; Head, Hist. Num. p. 522.
The remains near the shore (marked in Admiralty Chart and in Kiepert) are
all of Roman or Byzantine date, and would not in themselves speak for the
FIG. 2.—NOBTH WALL OF KAUYANDA, LOOKING EAST (from a photograph).
existence of a Hellenic town here; such remains being found in plenty in
almost every bay along the coast, though nowhere so well preserved as here.
But at the inland point marked ' Tombs' in the Admiralty Chart, and in-
dicated also by Kiepert, on a ridge with a precipitous face southwards and
eastwards towards Ghiol village, and with a fairly steep slope northwards
towards Rumbukioi (Newton's Roumelikioi), is a well-preserved Karian
fortified town of considerable extent, with a partly demolished wall, and many
Fro. 3 .—WEST TOWEB OF KARYANDA, LOOKING EAST ; citadel to the r ight; cave tombs in the
cliff below (from a photograph).
terraces and house foundations inside. The wall has a fine projecting tower
of polygonal work to cover the one easy approach from the west along the
ridge, and on the highest point within is a citadel of finer, perhaps Hellenic,
roughly isodomous masonry with the characteristic drafts down the angles.
There are some rock tombs, completely rifled and used as goat-pens, in the
cliff below the south wall, accessible by a narrow slope from the west; others,
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similarly misused, in the western slope near Fareliah village; others, again,
now used as a farmhouse, about half a mile below the fortress to the north,
and nearer the seashore; and near the' last-named an isolated sarcophagus
cut out of a knoll of rock.
Karyanda was probably one of the towns incorporated by Mausolos with
Halikarnassos, together with Telmissos and the nameless fortresses of Ghiuk
Chalar and Alizetin, which we hope to describe in detail later. The known
coins are all of earlier date than his, and no evidences have appeared of its
independent existence afterwards.
W. R. PATON.
• J. L. MYRES.
INSCRIPTION ON A LIMESTONE BLOCK.
E . 0 . . NTH . KOIN . TEAMIZZEnNEHEIAHnOZIAEOZHOZIAEOY
YnAPXnNANHPKAAOZKAIArAOOZKAIEYZEBnZMENAIAKEIME
NOSTAnPOZTONAPXHrETHNTOYrENOYSAnOAAXINATEA
MISZHdplAOZTOPmSAETAnPOZnANTAZTEAMIZSEISKAl
5 TENOMENOZTEdpiANHdpOPOZEYZEBnZKAIOZinZEnETEAH
ZENTAZOYZIAZKAIEKAAAIEPHZENYrrEPTETOYKOlNOYTEAMIZ
ZEnNKAITHZnOAEHZMETATETAYTAANEAEZATOEKOY . i n .
THNAYTHNPAAINAEITOYPriANAAHANAZMENOYAENI . . AOTO
nolOYMENOZTHZAEnPOZTOOEIONEYZEBEIAZKAITHZHPOZTO
10 KOINONd;iAOZTOPriAZTHNMEnZTHNnPONOIANnOIOYMENO
kAOOTinPOAEAHAHTAIOYOENATEKAIPONnAPAAEinriNTHZ
nPOZTOTEAMIZZEnNHAHOOZEYNOIAZ EHIBAAOMENHN
TINnNAIAMdplZBHTEINTnNIEPnNXnPinNnAPAKAHOEIZYno
TOYkOINOYANEAEZATOTHNEKAlKlANKAIAIATHZEAYTOY
15 . nOYAHZAnOKATEZTHZETniOEniTHNXnPANEZHZnZTE
. /TIAZKAITIMAZTniAnOAAnNIZYMBEBHKENEniTEAEIZOAinAAIN
. EEHlBAAOMENnNTINriNKATAAYZAITAAIAOMENATIMIA
. niKOINOII<AlA<J>EAEZOAITHNYnAPXOYZANEKrrAAAiriN
. . ONnNTEAMIZZEYZINATEAEIANYHEMEINENEKOYZinZ
20 . . AlKOZKAIAIATHZEAYTOYnPOZEAPEIAZAHOKATEZTHZENElZ
. . . EZAPXHZYHAPZAZANTEAMIZZEYZINKA . AHPOTIMHNATEAEIAN
. . . . TEPH^ANIANOYTEAHEXOEIANOYTEEIZAlKAZTHPIATAENTAYOA
OYTETAZErnTAEKKAHTAEKAlKlAZAAAAENHAZIONI
TOOEIONEYZEBEIANKAITHNHPOZnAN
25 OTKEIANENAEI EY
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